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Pete the Cat is back with another musical adventure, and this time he's
helping five little bunnies find their way home. With his signature cool and
groovy style, Pete sets out on a journey through the forest, singing his
catchy tunes and offering his help to the bunnies along the way.

From the moment you open the book, you'll be drawn into Pete's world of
music and friendship. The illustrations by James Dean are charming and
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colorful, and they perfectly capture the playful spirit of the story. But it's the
catchy tunes that will really get your kids moving and singing.

Each page of the book features a new song, and the lyrics are simple and
easy for kids to follow along with. They'll love singing about the five little
bunnies who hop and skip through the forest, and they'll giggle at Pete's
silly antics as he tries to help them find their way home.

Not only is Pete the Cat and the Five Little Bunnies a fun and engaging
story, but it also teaches kids about the importance of helping others. Pete
never hesitates to lend a helping hand to the bunnies, and he shows them
that even the smallest act of kindness can make a big difference.

This book is perfect for bedtime or anytime. It's a great way to introduce
kids to music and friendship, and it's sure to become a favorite in your
home.

Here's a sample of one of the songs from the book:

> Five little bunnies hopping through the forest > Hopping, hopping,
hopping, hopping, hopping > They're looking for their home, but they can't
find it > Oh, where can those five little bunnies be?

> Pete the Cat comes along and says, "Hello, bunnies!" > "Hello, Pete the
Cat," the bunnies say > "We're lost and we can't find our way home" >
"Don't worry, bunnies," Pete the Cat says, "I'll help you find your way"

> So Pete the Cat and the five little bunnies > Go hopping through the
forest, singing all the way > They're looking for their home, and they're sure
to find it > With Pete the Cat to help them, they'll be home in no time



Free Download your copy of Pete the Cat and the Five Little Bunnies today
and join Pete on a musical adventure that your kids will love!
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